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Abstract
Objective—Personality traits underlie maladaptive behaviors, and cognitive and emotional
disturbances that contribute to major preventable causes of global disease burden. This study
examines detailed personality profiles of underweight, normal, and overweight individuals to provide
insights into the causes and treatments of abnormal weight.

Methods—More than half of the population from four towns in Sardinia, Italy (N=5,693; aged
14-94; M=43; SD=17), were assessed on multiple anthropometric measures and 30 facets that
comprehensively cover the five major dimensions of personality, using the Revised NEO Personality
Inventory.

Results—High Neuroticism and low Conscientiousness were associated with being underweight
and obese, respectively. High Impulsiveness (specifically eating-behavior items) and low Order were
associated with BMI categories of overweight and obese, and with measures of abdominal adiposity
(waist and hip circumference). Those scoring in the top 10% of Impulsiveness were about 4 Kg
heavier than those in the bottom 10%, an effect independent and larger than the FTO genetic variant.
Prospective analyses confirmed that Impulsiveness and Order were significant predictors of general
and central measures of adiposity assessed 3 years later.

Conclusions—Overweight and obese individuals have difficulty resisting cravings and lack
methodical and organized behaviors that might influence diet and weight control. While individuals’
traits have limited impact on the current obesogenic epidemic, personality traits can improve clinical
assessment, suggest points of intervention, and help tailor prevention and treatment approaches.
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Introduction
As the number of cigarette smokers declines, behaviors conducive to obesity are likely to
become the major preventable cause of diseases, disability, and mortality (1,2). Overweight
and obese individuals, especially those with abdominal adiposity, are at increased risk for
cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, cancer, osteoarthritis, and other chronic health conditions
(3-5), which have also a large economic burden on healthcare systems (6). In addition to these
physical health problems, overweight individuals face bias and discrimination (7).
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Although environmental and social changes are behind the recent obesogenic epidemic, several
individual difference variables contribute to the problem: Age, sex, education, and
socioeconomic status have well-known influences on weight control (6,8,9). Genetic
influences (10,11) are being investigated using genome wide-association scans, with some
promising results. Impressive large scale studies have consistently associated body mass index
(BMI) with variants in the FTO gene (12,13). There is also growing interest in the role of
personality traits in obese and underweight persons (7,14-18). This is not surprising given that
maladaptive behaviors, along with emotional and cognitive disturbances, are at the root of
weight control problems for many individuals. By definition, personality traits measure
individual differences in enduring patterns of behavior, emotion, and cognition.

Existing studies on the personality of obese and underweight individuals are difficult to
compare because of differences in the characteristics of the population sampled, outcome
measures, analytical approaches, and personality inventories used. Among more recent studies,
in a large Japanese sample that self-reported weight and height and completed the Eysenck
Personality Questionnaire, overweight groups scored lower on Neuroticism and higher on
Extraversion and Psychoticism (18). Using self-reported weight, height, and the NEO
Personality Inventory, a large longitudinal study of the middle-aged found that
Conscientiousness was negatively related to BMI, with low Conscientiousness associated with
weight gain (16). An effect for Conscientiousness was also found in a representative US sample
assessed using the Midlife Development Inventory Personality Scales and self-reported weight
and height (7). Using the Temperament and Character Inventory and self-reported weight and
height, obese patients were found to score lower on Persistence and Self-Directedness (scales
related to Conscientiousness) and higher on Novelty Seeking (impulsive, curious, disorderly)
(17). Higher scores on Novelty Seeking have been associated with overeating and lower scores
with decreased food consumption (19).

On the other side of the BMI spectrum, a number of studies have found high Neuroticism scores
among underweight individuals (18) and those with eating disorders (20,21). For example, in
a large population-based cohort of Swedish twins (N = 31,406; ∼1% anorexic) assessed with
the Eysenck Personality Inventory, Neuroticism was found to predict subsequent development
of anorexia nervosa (20). Neuroticism is a major risk factor of most psychiatric disorders, with
links at both phenotypic and genotypic level. Epidemiological evidence indicates that
underweight, as well as overweight and obese groups, have a higher prevalence of psychiatric
disorders (21-23).

Most published studies are limited by the assessment of a few major dimensions of personality
or a few specific traits hypothesized to be associated with BMI. The present study examines
30 personality facets to provide an in-depth and comprehensive assessment of the five major
personality dimensions, known as the Five-Factor Model (FFM) or Big Five (24). There is a
broad consensus among personality psychologists on these widely replicated 7 dimensions
(25,26), in part because most personality traits can be related to one or more of these five
dimensions. The FFM dimensions are Neuroticism (N), the tendency to experience negative
emotions such as anxiety, anger, and depression; Extraversion (E), the tendency to be sociable,
warm, active, assertive, cheerful, and in search of stimulation; Openness to Experience (O),
the tendency to be imaginative, creative, unconventional, emotionally and artistically sensitive;
Agreeableness (A), a dimension of interpersonal relations, characterized by altruism, trust,
modesty, and cooperativeness; and Conscientiousness (C), a tendency to be organized, strong-
willed, persistent, reliable, and a follower of rules and ethical principles. Each factor is
hierarchically related to specific facets, which tend to covary, but each facet has characteristic
sex differences and maturational patterns (27,28), specific genetic variance (26), and most
important for the scope of this study, greater predictive power for specific behaviors and
important life outcomes (29-31), including health-related behavior (32,33). To our knowledge,
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the present study provides the first detailed account of the personality profiles of underweight,
overweight, and obese groups using the five factors and the 30 facets assessed by the Revised
NEO Personality Inventory (NEO-PI-R)(24).

This study is part of the SardiNIA project (11), a multidisciplinary study that assesses multiple
traits and has genotyped a large sample from Sardinia, Italy. Contrary to many studies that
relied on self-reported measures or single indicators of obesity, we had staff clinicians assess
multiple anthropometric values using standardized methods. In addition to weight, height, and
the derived BMI index, we measured waist and hip circumference and the derived waist-to-
hip ratio, which are measures of central/abdominal obesity with stronger links with some health
risks (3,34).

In this study we relate personality differences to BMI groups (underweight, normal, overweight
and obese) and measures of abdominal obesity. At the factor level, we expect low
Conscientiousness and high Neuroticism scores to be associated with abnormal weight, as
found in some previous studies of overweight (7,16) and underweight (18), and in research on
health-related behaviors (32,35-37) and longevity (30,38,39). We construe the facet-level
analyses as exploratory. The detailed personality profile is further used in longitudinal analyses
to predict BMI categories and measures of central adiposity three years later. Additional
analyses include the FTO variant known to affect BMI level, to further examine the personality-
weight link accounting for and comparing to the genetic variant.

Method
Sample description

The SardiNIA project was approved by Institutional Review Boards in Italy and the U.S. From
November 2001 to May 2004 (first wave) we recruited 6,148 individuals, about 62% of the
population aged 14 to 102 years, from a cluster of four towns in the Lanusei Valley (11).
Subjects are native-born, and at least 95% are known to have all grandparents born in the same
province (11). Valid personality and anthropometric data were obtained from 5,693 subjects
at their first assessment. In this sample, age ranged from 14 to 94 (M = 42.8; SD = 17) with
57.8% women. About 7% of participants had a University degree, 26% high school, 45% junior
high, and the remaining 22% had an elementary school education or less.

Anthropometric data, but not personality, were reassessed in a follow-up visit 3 years later;
attrition rate was 15%. Those who were assessed for personality traits at first visit and were
present at second visit were more educated, more likely to be female, and slightly less
extraverted, impulsive, assertive, and open to feelings, but were not different on other
personality traits or anthropometric measures from those who were not assessed at the second
visit.

Anthropometric assessment
Anthropometric traits were recorded by a clinical staff member during the physical
examination. In addition to height and weight and the derived BMI (calculated as Kg/m2),
waist and hip circumference were assessed. BMI was categorized as underweight (BMI lower
than 18.5), normal (BMI from 18.5 to 25), overweight (BMI from 25 to 30), and obese or
severely obese (BMI greater than 30). For individuals younger than 18 years old, we adjusted
BMI categories following international standards (40) and CDC percentile distribution tables
(41).
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Personality assessment
Personality traits were assessed using the Italian version (42) of the Revised NEO Personality
Inventory (NEO-PI-R), which measures 30 facets, six for each of the five major dimensions
of personality (24). The 240 items are answered on a five-point Likert scale, from strongly
disagree to strongly agree; scales are roughly balanced to control for the effects of
acquiescence. The NEO-PI-R has a robust factor structure that has been replicated in Italy
(42) and in more than 50 cultures (25). Personality traits have shown a genetic component
(11,43), longitudinal stability (44), cross-observer agreement, and convergent and discriminant
validity in a large number of studies (45).

Participants filled out the self-report questionnaire (88.4%) or chose to have the questionnaire
read by a trained Sardinian psychologist (11.6%)(46). A variable (Test administration) that
indicated this difference in the administration of the NEO-PI-R was used as a covariate in the
analyses. In this sample, the NEO-PI-R showed good psychometric properties: internal
consistency reliabilities for the five factors ranged from 0.80 to 0.87 and from 0.41 to 0.73 for
the 30 facets, with a median of 0.59. The factor structure replicated the American normative
structure at the phenotypic and genetic level (11,46). Personality means are reported as T-
scores (M = 50, SD = 10), using American combined-sex norms (24).

Genetic data
The FTO Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) rs8050136 was genotyped or imputed as
described elsewhere (13,43), and coded as the number of A alleles (i.e., 0 = GG; 1 = AG; 2 =
AA). The A allele is associated with higher BMI, weight, and larger hip circumference (13).

Statistical analyses
All analyses were performed using SPSS 13.0. For the concurrent analyses, we performed a
MANCOVA with BMI categories as the classifying variable to detect mean level differences
on personality factors and facets. Age, age squared, sex (male = 0, female = 1), education, and
Test administration were used as covariates. Post-hoc tests (LSD) were performed to contrast
the normal group with the underweight, overweight, and obese groups. Hierarchical regression
analyses were used for waist and hip circumference and their ratio, using the same set of
demographic covariates in a separate first step. Additional analyses included an FTO genetic
variant to compare the effect of personality with this recently discovered and widely replicated
genetic factor (12).

Using logistic regressions, personality facets at the first visit were used as predictors of normal
BMI vs. underweight, and normal BMI vs. overweight-and-obese assessed at the second visit,
about 3 years later. In a first step we included the demographic variables. The analyses of the
overweight-and-obese included the FTO genetic variant as covariate. Similar prospective
analyses used personality facets assessed at the first visit as predictors of waist and hip
circumference and waist-to-hip ratio assessed at the second visit.

Results
Concurrent associations

Multivariate analyses of variance controlling for demographic variables (age, age squared, sex,
education, Test administration) indicated significant personality differences among BMI
groups (see Table 1). At the broad factor level, compared to the normal BMI group, the
underweight group scored higher in Neuroticism, whereas the overweight and obese groups
scored lower in Conscientiousness. There were no sex-by-personality interactions, and
analyses among individuals older than 60 years provided essentially the same results. Findings
held when controlling for the effect of the FTO genetic variant (rs8050136; n = 5,424).
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The largest personality differences between BMI groups were at the facet level. In particular,
Impulsiveness was associated with BMI, with the underweight showing lower and the
overweight and obese higher impulsiveness (effect size almost 1/2 SD). In terms of weight,
after controlling for demographics and height, those who scored in the top 10% of
Impulsiveness were about 4 Kg heavier than those scoring in the lower 10% of the distribution.
By comparison, the FTO genetic variant accounted for about 3Kg or 1-1,5 BMI-unit difference
between homozygous groups in this Sardinian sample (13). The Impulsiveness scale effect was
due to two items specific to the eating domain (“When I am having my favorite food, I tend to
eat too much” and “I sometimes eat myself sick”). Self-Discipline, a facet of Conscientiousness
related to the construct of impulsivity, was highest among the normal BMI group, but low
among the overweight groups. Two other traits related to the broad construct of impulsivity
(i.e., Excitement-Seeking, and Deliberation)(47) showed no effect. The overweight groups also
scored lower on Order, slightly lower on Openness to Aesthetics and Straightforwardness, as
well as higher on Anxiety, Angry Hostility, and Assertiveness. A similar pattern was found
when controlling for the FTO genetic variant. Consistent with higher rates of psychopathology,
the underweight group scored higher on Anxiety, Angry-Hostility, Depression, and
Vulnerability, and lower on Trust.

The links between personality traits and waist and hip circumference and the waist-to-hip ratio
were examined using hierarchical linear regression. Demographic variables were entered in a
first step, and the 30 facets in a second step. The results presented in the left section of Table
2 indicate that the Impulsiveness and Order facets had the strongest and most consistent effects.
As with BMI, impulsive and disorganized participants tended to have larger waists and hips
and waist/hip ratio. Higher scores on Openness to Ideas and Assertiveness and lower scores
on Openness to Actions and Self-Discipline were also associated with larger waist and hip
circumference. The waist/hip ratio was lower among individuals more active, imaginative,
open to action, trusting and modest. Accounting for the effect of the FTO genetic variant had
little effect on the association between personality traits and these anthropometric measures.
Of interest, in the FTO assessed subsample (n = 5,578), the effects of the widely replicated
FTO genetic variant on waist and hip values (beta = 0.048 and 0.066) were smaller than those
of Impulsiveness (beta = 0.118 and 0.138).

Prospective personality predictors
Longitudinal analyses1 examined whether personality traits were predictors of BMI and
measures of central adiposity three years later, accounting for the effects of demographic
variables. Results of logistic regressions are reported in Table 3. Low Impulsiveness and high
Openness to Feelings predicted being underweight three years later. A larger number of facets
(e.g., Vulnerability, Openness to Aesthetics and Ideas) predicted overweight and obesity three
years later. As with the concurrent analyses, the Impulsiveness facet was the strongest
longitudinal predictor, with Order to a lesser extent (see Figure 1). The odds ratio for
Impulsiveness (OR = 1.036) indicates a 3.6% risk increase for each T-score unit increase. A
difference of 10 T-score points (1 SD) corresponds to a 42% risk of being overweight or obese
(by raising odds ratios to a power equal to the standard deviation (10)). In terms of weight,
prospective analyses confirmed that those who scored in the top 10% of Impulsiveness were
about 4 Kg heavier than those scoring in the lower 10% of the distribution. The personality
predictors of overweight and obesity were mostly unchanged when we added the FTO genetic
variant (n = 4,555) to the first step of the logistic regression.

1Preliminary analyses suggested that personality traits were mostly unrelated to changes in BMI over the three years period, except for
an association of BMI increases with low Competence (a facet of Conscientiousness; p = .01). BMI was highly stable over the 3-year
interval (r = .93).
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Longitudinal personality predictors of waist and hip circumference and waist-to-hip ratio are
reported in the right section of Table 2. As with the cross-sectional analyses, Impulsiveness
was the strongest predictor of these measures of central adiposity. Other predictors were Order
and Openness to Ideas and Feelings. The results were essentially unchanged when the FTO
genetic variant was included. The effect sizes of Impulsiveness and Order, even after three
years, were larger than the effect sizes of the FTO genetic variant.

Discussion
From a sample that represents over half of a population from four towns in Sardinia, Italy, we
have anthropometric data measured by trained professionals and we tested for its association
with a comprehensive set of FFM personality traits. We found similar associations in
concurrent and prospective analyses, and across general and central measures of adiposity. In
contrast to a previous study that reported sex-specific links between personality and obesity
(16), similar associations emerged for women and men.

Consistent with the higher prevalence of psychopathology among underweight individuals
(22), we found that they scored higher on Neuroticism, a major risk factor for mental health
disorders (48). Among the facets of Neuroticism, underweight individuals tend to be
particularly anxious, vulnerable, depressed, angry and hostile. Contrary to the pattern found
for the other facets of Neuroticism, underweight individuals tend to score low on
Impulsiveness, an effect due to items related to eating behaviors. Low Impulsiveness was a
predictor of underweight three years after the personality assessment, and seems consistent
with the overly stringent control on food consumption. This finding is also consistent with
previous clinical studies that found restrictive anorexia nervosa patients to score lower on
Impulsiveness (49).

Impulsiveness was the strongest predictor of BMI at the other end of the spectrum, a finding
consistent with many previous studies that have assessed this trait (14,15,50). Both cross-
sectional and longitudinal data indicate that overweight and obese individuals are characterized
by lack of control and inability to resist temptations and cravings. This effect was found for
the BMI categories, and confirmed with measures of waist and hip circumference. In addition,
the cross-sectional analysis suggests that low self-discipline, a Conscientiousness trait related
to the impulsivity construct, is associated with obesity. The self-discipline scale measures the
ability to stay on a task, perseverant and resolute in front of difficulties or boredom, all traits
relevant for a controlled diet and sustained physical activity.

Albeit smaller in magnitude, Order, a facet of Conscientiousness, shows a similar, remarkably
consistent association across different anthropometric measures (BMI, waist and hip
circumference) in concurrent and prospective analyses, and after the analytical model
accounted for the FTO genetic variant. Individuals high on Order are organized and methodical,
therefore it might be natural to them to adhere to exercise routines, a healthy diet, and regular
meal rhythms, while avoiding unplanned food consumption and over-eating - all key behaviors
for weight maintenance (51).

Consistent with previous studies (7,16), at the factor level, we found lower Conscientiousness
among overweight and obese groups. Conscientiousness has been linked to longevity (30,38,
39), and has emerged as an important trait in health-related behaviors (52,53), including
physical activity (37,54), HIV/AIDS risk behaviors (33), and the use of tobacco and other drugs
(32).

We note several limitations of the current research. First, the sample is not strictly
representative of the population, but we did assess over 62% of the residents from the four
towns targeted. Other findings from this sample have been replicated in different populations
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(e.g., 12,13). Second, we used several anthropometric measures to overcome the limitations
of using a single anthropometric measure (e.g., BMI is a biased indicator for athletes). The
measures of abdominal adiposity are increasingly recognized as a stronger predictor of health
outcomes (3,34), and this is the first large study that linked personality traits to general and
central obesity indicators. Although we consider this a strength, the large number of statistical
tests increases the chance of false positives. We focus, however, on the larger effect sizes that
replicated across anthropometric measures and concurrent and prospective analyses. Third, the
FTO genetic variant is only one of many biological factors that influence this quantitative trait,
but we did not examine others. We also did not examine potential direct and meditational effects
of dietary intake and physical activity. Finally, we adopted the perspective that personality
traits influence anthropometric values in our prospective analyses, but it is possible that being
obese or underweight might in turn influence personality traits, or that there are reciprocal
influences.

Together with social and genetic factors (10), individual differences contribute to the etiology
of both obesity and underweight. Assessing the personality profile of those from one BMI
extreme to the other reveals the traits that increase risk. Identifying such traits not only helps
to understand the etiology of the problems, but can suggest points of intervention and help
tailor prevention and treatment strategies to groups at greater risk. For example, treatments that
stress the importance of regular meal schedules, menu planning, and avoidance of impulsive
snacking and over-eating may be particularly effective for individuals low in Order or high in
Impulsiveness. Behavioral modification programs based on these principles might produce
long-lasting behavioral changes that encourage weight maintenance for individuals with these
traits. In addition, personality traits are associated with successful therapy-induced weight loss
(17), and knowledge of the patients’ character can contribute to differential treatment planning
(55). Personality traits are related to different preferences for exercise setting, motives, and
barriers (54), and interventions that take into account such individual differences might achieve
better treatment outcomes. For example, extroverts may find lifestyle and exercise change
easier if it is done in group settings (54), and the presence of others may have an impact on
food intake (56).

The personality profile of the overweight groups (impulsive, not conscientious) suggests that
interventions at the individual level may require extensive resources and may have limited
success. From a public health perspective, interventions at the societal level can be more
effective in reaching the largest number of people. For example, for cigarette smokers, who
are also low on Conscientiousness and high on impulsivity (35), tax increases have been a cost-
effective intervention to reduce the prevalence of smoking (57,58). Similar tax increases on
sugary drinks and other “junk food” may likewise be an effective tool to face the current
obesogenic epidemic, especially among younger and lower socioeconomic groups.

Differences of up to four Kg, although clinically meaningful, admittedly account for a relatively
small amount of variance in body weight. Individual differences are surely not the cause of the
recent increase in obesity prevalence around the world; clearly the social and economical
factors driving these secular trends are the major points of intervention. But even in the current
obesogenic epidemic, some individuals are at higher risk than others. Given the prevalence of
obesity world-wide and its association with increased risk of diseases, even small
improvements can have considerable public health impact.
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Figure 1.
Groups scoring ± 1 SD on Impulsiveness and Order predicting BMI three years later.
Notes. Estimated marginal means after controlling for demographic variables. Error bars are
standard errors.
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Table 1
Adjusted mean personality traits for underweight, normal, overweight, and obese groups

NEO-PI-R scales BMI<18.5 Underweight (n =
156)

BMI 18.5-25 Normal (n =
2791)

BMI 25-30 Overweight (n =
1916) BMI>30 Obese (n = 830)

Neuroticism 58.4 (.71)** 56.3 (.18) 56.8 (.21) 56.7 (.32)

Extraversion 47.0 (.67) 48.2 (.17) 48.3 (.20) 48.8 (.30)

Openness 47.3 (.69) 46.6 (.17) 46.1 (.20) 46.5 (.31)

Agreeableness 49.7 (.70) 48.9 (.17) 48.7 (.21) 48.6 (.32)

Conscientiousness 51.7 (.76) 51.3 (.19) 50.7 (.22)*^ 50.4 (.34)*^

N1: Anxiety 58.2 (.70)* 56.7 (.17) 57.4 (.21)*^ 57.1 (.31)^

N2: Angry Hostility 55.5 (.76)** 53.5 (.19) 54.0 (.22)^ 54.6 (.34)**^

N3: Depression 56.2 (.75)* 54.6 (.19) 55.0 (.22) 55.0 (.34)

N4: Self-consciousness 53.6 (.81) 52.3 (.20) 52.9 (.24) 52.3 (.36)

N5: Impulsiveness 45.7 (.71) 47.0 (.18) 48.7 (.21)***^ 50.1 (.32)***^

N6: Vulnerability 59.1 (.83)* 57.0 (.21) 57.4 (.25) 57.2 (.37)

E1: Warmth 47.1 (.76) 48.3 (.19) 47.9 (.22) 48.3 (.34)

E2: Gregariousness 54.9 (.77) 54.7 (.19) 54.3 (.23) 54.2 (.34)

E3: Assertiveness 46.6 (.65) 47.3 (.16) 47.5 (.19) 48.2 (.29)*

E4: Activity 51.5 (.69) 52.5 (.17) 52.0 (.20)^ 51.8 (.31)^

E5: Excitement-Seeking 46.9 (.70) 47.5 (.17) 47.4 (.21) 47.8 (.31)

E6: Positive Emotions 44.5 (.81) 45.5 (.20) 45.3 (.24) 45.8 (.36)

O1: Fantasy 51.6 (.74) 51.3 (.18) 51.0 (.22) 50.8 (.33)

O2: Aesthetics 52.8 (.68) 52.2 (.17) 51.6 (.20)*^ 51.9 (.31)^

O3: Feelings 47.7 (.74) 46.3 (.18) 46.0 (.22) 46.3 (.33)

O4: Actions 49.3 (.79) 49.9 (.20) 49.5 (.23) 49.2 (.35)

O5: Ideas 44.9 (.75) 44.5 (.19) 44.4 (.22) 45.3 (.34)

O6: Values 42.1 (.69) 41.5 (.17) 41.2 (.20) 41.0 (.31)

A1: Trust 41.4 (.82)* 43.0 (.20) 42.6 (.24) 43.2 (.37)

A2: Straightforwardness 49.0 (.77) 47.9 (.19) 47.3 (.23)* 47.6 (.34)

A3: Altruism 47.2 (.78) 47.4 (.20) 47.0 (.23) 47.1 (.35)

A4: Compliance 44.3 (.86) 43.5 (.21) 43.4 (.25) 43.2 (.39)

A5: Modesty 53.2 (.72) 52.2 (.18) 52.1 (.21) 51.7 (.32)

A6: Tender-mindedness 54.2 (.80) 53.1 (.20) 53.5 (.24) 53.8 (.36)

C1: Competence 41.6 (.76) 42.7 (.19) 42.3 (.22) 42.0 (.34)

C2: Order 48.7 (.78) 49.0 (.20) 48.1 (.23)**^ 46.9 (.35)***^

C3: Dutifulness 50.3 (.76) 50.7 (.19) 50.3 (.22) 50.4 (.34)

C4: Achievement Striving 50.7 (.76) 50.1 (.19) 49.7 (.22) 50.2 (.34)

C5: Self-Discipline 47.9 (.73) 48.6 (.18) 47.7 (.22)**^ 47.3 (.33)**^

C6: Deliberation 55.7 (.86) 55.4 (.21) 55.2 (.25) 54.8 (.39)

Age (M years (SD)) 29.2 (13) 35.5 (15) 49.1 (15) 55.2 (14)

Sex (Female) 87% 66% 44% 55%
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Note: Adjusted means (Standard Errors) and statistical tests computed after controlling for age, age squared, sex, education, and Test Administration. The

BMI categories for those younger than 18 years were age adjusted (40,41). Wilk’s Lambda = .959, p < .001, partial η2 = .014.

*
p < .05

**
p < .01

***
p < .001 indicate significant differences of underweight vs. normal and of overweight and obese vs. normal.

^
indicate significant (p < .05) differences of overweight and obese vs. normal in the analyses that included the FTO genetic variant (n = 5,424).
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Table 2
Concurrent and prospective personality predictors of waist, hip, and waist/hip ratio

Cross-sectional Beta (n=5,694) 3-year longitudinal Beta (n=4,799)

Waist Hip Waist/hip Waist Hip Waist/hip

Age 1.068***^ 1.024***^ .738***^ .986***^ .899***^ .705***

Age squared -.643***^ -.776***^ -.326***^ -.633***^ -.763***^ -.323***

Sex (Female) -.346***^ .037* -.520***^ -.417***^ .019 -.578***

Education -.141***^ -.081***^ -.135***^ -.122***^ -.128***^ -.074***

Test Administration -.056***^ -.073***^ -.021 -.032* -.054** -.007

FTO-rs8050136 .048^ .066^ -.016 .041^ .046^ .020^

N1: Anxiety .001 .029 -.018 .003 .015 -.002

N2: Angry Hostility -.010 -.003 -.017 .026 .024 .015

N3: Depression .005 -.021 .026 .008 -.019 .023

N4: Self-consciousness -.019 -.020 -.012 -.010 -.010 -.005

N5: Impulsiveness .116***^ .138***^ .057***^ .112***^ .140***^ .049***^

N6: Vulnerability -.016 -.037*^ .004 -.039*^ -.032 -.031*

E1: Warmth -.008 -.009 -.002 .015 .020 .005

E2: Gregariousness .014 -.013 .026*^ .001 -.006 .004

E3: Assertiveness .038**^ .039*^ .022^ .028^ .039*^ .010

E4: Activity -.023^ .003 -.032**^ -.016 -.001 -.020

E5: Excitement-Seeking -.020 -.024 -.009 -.017 -.024 -.006

E6: Positive Emotions .009 -.007 .018 .024 .006 .028*^

O1: Fantasy -.038**^ -.029 -.031**^ -.032* -.030 -.021

O2: Aesthetics -.023 -.026 -.012 -.020 -.030 -.006

O3: Feelings -.019 -.025 -.009 -.046**^ -.051**^ -.023

O4: Actions -.035**^ -.034*^ -.021* -.015 -.021 -.005

O5: Ideas .051***^ .063***^ .020 .051***^ .064***^ .020

O6: Values -.015 -.023 -.003 -.025^ -.019 -.020

A1 : Trust -.020 -.005 -.025*^ -.016 -.008 -.015^

A2: Straightforwardness -.005 -.015 .003 .011 .000 .014

A3: Altruism -.001 .006 -.006 -.011 -.008 -.009

A4: Compliance .013 .033*^ -.008 .015 .046**^ -.012

A5: Modesty -.013 .007 -.027*^ -.016 -.017 -.010

A6: Tender-mindedness .021 .019 .016 .017 .018 .009

C1: Competence .007 .013 .000 .007 -.008 .015

C2: Order -.039***^ -.042**^ -.023*^ -.047***^ -.051**^ -.027*^

C3: Dutifulness .013 .025 -.001 .028 .044*^ .005

C4: Achievement Striving .007 .009 .002 -.008 .016 -.022

C5: Self-Discipline -.033*^ -.034* -.024 -.026 -.041* -.005

C6: Deliberation .012 .020 .002 .020 .035 .000
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Note.

*
p < .05

**
p < .01

***
p < .001.

^
indicate variables that were significant predictors (p < .05) in the cross-sectional (n = 5,578) and longitudinal (n = 4,511) analyses that included the FTO

genetic variant.
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Table 3
Personality predictors of underweight, overweight and obesity three years later

Underweight (n = 143) vs. normal (n =
2,228)

Overweight and obese (n = 2,394) vs.
normal (n = 2,228)

OR (95%CI) OR (95%CI)

Age 0.903 (0.827_0.987)* 1.195 (1.161_1.231)***^

Age squared 1.001 (0.999_1.002) 0.999 (0.998_0.999)***^

Sex (Female) 5.227 (2.787_9.805)*** 0.361 (0.304_0.427)***^

Education 0.991 (0.757_1.297) 0.696 (0.634_0.766)***^

Test Administration 0.783 (0.129_4.761) 0.754 (0.539_1.057)

FTO-rs8050136 1.130 (1.012_1.262)^

N1: Anxiety 0.995 (0.970_1.022) 1.005 (0.994_1.015)

N2: Angry Hostility 1.008 (0.983_1.035) 1.009 (0.999_1.019)

N3: Depression 1.002 (0.974_1.031) 0.999 (0.988_1.010)

N4: Self-consciousness 0.979 (0.957_1.002) 0.997 (0.988_1.007)

N5: Impulsiveness 0.972 (0.948_0.996)* 1.036 (1.026_1.046)***^

N6: Vulnerability 1.012 (0.989_1.036) 0.991 (0.981_1.000)*

E1: Warmth 0.985 (0.959_1.012) 1.005 (0.994_1.015)

E2: Gregariousness 0.996 (0.974_1.019) 0.995 (0.986_1.004)

E3: Assertiveness 0.991 (0.963_1.020) 1.007 (0.996_1.019)

E4: Activity 0.987 (0.963_1.012) 0.994 (0.984_1.003)

E5: Excitement-Seeking 1.005 (0.981_1.029) 0.992 (0.982_1.001)

E6: Positive Emotions 1.000 (0.977_1.023) 0.999 (0.990_1.008)

O1: Fantasy 0.990 (0.968_1.012) 0.989 (0.980_0.998)*^

O2: Aesthetics 1.008 (0.983_1.033) 0.989 (0.980_0.999)*^

O3: Feelings 1.028 (1.003_1.054)* 0.994 (0.985_1.003)

O4: Actions 0.998 (0.977_1.019) 1.000 (0.992_1.008)

O5: Ideas 1.005 (0.982_1.028) 1.013 (1.003_1.022)**^

O6: Values 1.003 (0.981_1.026) 0.995 (0.986_1.003)

A1: Trust 0.991 (0.972_1.011) 0.998 (0.990_1.006)

A2: Straightforwardness 0.993 (0.971_1.015) 0.997 (0.988_1.006)

A3: Altruism 0.994 (0.971_1.018) 1.002 (0.993_1.011)

A4: Compliance 1.011 (0.990_1.032) 1.008 (1.000_1.016)*^

A5: Modesty 1.011 (0.989_1.034) 0.996 (0.988_1.005)

A6: Tender-mindedness 1.001 (0.980_1.022) 1.003 (0.995_1.011)

C1: Competence 1.005 (0.980_1.031) 1.000 (0.991_1.010)

C2: Order 0.984 (0.964_1.005) 0.986 (0.978_0.995)**^

C3: Dutifulness 1.006 (0.981_1.030) 1.011 (1.001_1.021)*^

C4: Achievement Striving 1.013 (0.987_1.040) 1.002 (0.992_1.012)

C5: Self-Discipline 0.986 (0.960_1.014) 1.000 (0.989_1.012)

C6: Deliberation 1.008 (0.988_1.028) 1.004 (0.995_1.012)

Note. Demographic variables entered in step 1 and personality (assessed three years before the outcome variable) in step 2.
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*
p < .05

**
p < .01

***
p < .001.

^
indicates that the finding holds controlling for the FTO genetic variant (n = 4,555).
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